
Final Battle 2023: A Two Day
Event!
Final Battle 2023
Date: December 15, 2023
Location: Curtis Culwell Center, Garland, Texas
Commentators: Caprice Coleman, Ian Riccaboni

It’s the biggest Ring Of Honor show of the year and that could
mean all kinds of things. The main event is again about the
Women’s Title, as Athena, in her hometown, defends against
Billie Starkz. Other than that, we’ll be getting a new TV
Champion in a six way match with five wrestlers announced.
Let’s get to it.

Zero Hour: Taya Valkyrie vs. Jazmin Allure

Bonus match and Johnny TV is with Valkyrie. A hard shot to the
face puts Allure down to start and it’s time to choke on the
ropes.  Allure’s  right  hand  doesn’t  get  her  very  far  as
Valkyrie hits the sliding German suplex. The running knees in
the corner hit Allure for two and we hit the chinlock. Allure
fights up and slugs away but gets caught up top, meaning it’s
a top rope superplex. The curb stomp finishes Allure at 4:26.

Rating: C. So this week on Ring Of Honor, Valkyrie won a match
over a bigger name but on the pay per view Kickoff Show, she
beats someone who has only popped up here and there. Not much
to see with this one but having Valkyrie around is a good
thing. She’s a talented veteran and that adds a lot to the
division. I’m not sure why this needed to be on the show, but
at least Valkyrie was pretty dominant.

Zero Hour: Von Erichs vs. Outrunners

The Von Erichs in Dallas and you don’t advertise it better
than this? Ross (which I know because commentary is smart
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enough to say which Von Erich is which since they aren’t known
in Ring Of Honor) takes Magnum down to start and hits a
dropkick,  followed  by  a  standing  hurricanrana  for  two.
Marshall comes in and clears the Outrunners out, meaning it’s
time for a meeting on the floor.

Back in and Ross scares the Outrunners back to the floor where
they hit…something on Ross that the camera misses. The beating
is on back inside but Floyd has to cut off a hot tag. Ross
kicks  his  way  to  freedom  anyway  though  and  it’s  Marshall
coming in to clean house. Monkey flips have the Outrunners
flying and stereo Claws make the Outrunners tap at 6:11.

Rating: C. The match wasn’t very good but this was as much of
a layup as you could get. You have the most famous family in
the history of Dallas wrestling in a match close enough to
Dallas and they won with their family’s signature move. This
couldn’t have been an easier idea and they went exactly as
they should have with it. Aside from the Outrunners losing of
course, because that should never happen.

Zero Hour: Survival Of The Fittest Qualifying Match: Bryan
Keith vs. Jack Cartwheel

Keith  grabs  a  headlock  to  start  and  grinds  away  until
Cartwheel reverses into one of his own. Cartwheel cartwheels
away but a headscissors is broken up so Keith can kick him
down for two. An enziguri staggers Keith, who boots Cartwheel
in the face for his efforts. Back up and a cartwheel into a
dragon screw legwhip drops Keith and a slingshot spinning
elbow gets two.

A cartwheel into a powerslam plants Keith and a cartwheel
Death Valley Driver is good for another near fall. With Keith
on the floor, Cartwheel hits the big rolling flip dive but
misses  a  shooting  star  press  back  inside.  Keith  avoids  a
shooting star press though and hits a Tiger Driver 97 for the
pin at 7:04.



Rating: C+. Having something on the line here helped a lot as
that hasn’t been the case with the other two so far. I’m not
sure why Johnny TV didn’t get this spot as he’s been feuding
with Dalton Castle and is named TV but I guess we needed some
Texas  flavor  to  it  instead.  Keith  has  done  well  in  the
appearances I’ve seen from him over the years while Cartwheel
is incredibly athletic, even if it seems like he’s just adding
stuff to moves that would already be good on their own.

Tony Khan comes out to talk about his history around here and
Jay Briscoe’s legacy at this event. For now though, we have
one more bonus match.

Zero Hour: Daniel Garcia vs. Blake Christian

Feeling out process to start and they take turns driving each
other into the corner for some dancing. They strike it out a
bit until a butterfly suplex gives Garcia two. One heck of a
chop puts Christian down again and the fans want it one more
time. Christian motions for Garcia to bring it and then hits a
basement dropkick.

Something like stereo kicks to the back keep Garcia down but
he fights out of a rear naked choke. Garcia gets knocked into
the corner and kicked in the face but he’s fine enough to
suplex Christian into the corner. A backbreaker gets Christian
out of trouble so he does it again and hits Garcia in the back
of the neck.

They trade kicks to the face until Christian hits a running
Spanish Fly for two more. Garcia is right back with a leglock
into an ankle lock but Christian sends him outside for a big
flip dive. A springboard 450 gives Christian two but Garcia
pulls him into the Dragon Tamer for the tap at 12:15.

Rating: B-. Good stuff here, which might be due to the amount
of time they received. It made the match feel a bit more
important, but at the same time, there is only so much that
you can get out of this kind of a match. There was no story



and it was added with no notice, meaning it was only going to
be so interesting, especially with a newcomer like Christian.

Tony Khan has another announcement but Ring Of Honor World
Champion comes in to say he wants to be on the card. Anthony
Henry comes in to say he’ll fight so the Proving Ground match
is on. That’s how the World Champion is booked for the biggest
show  of  the  year,  less  than  two  minutes  before  the  show
starts.

And now, the show proper.

AAA Mega Title: El Hijo del Vikingo vs. Black Taurus

Taurus is challenging and isn’t interested in the Code Of
Honor. The much smaller Vikingo is sent flying to start and
Taurus knocks him out of the air. Back up and Taurus misses a
running knee in the corner but the big running flip dive is
countered into a powerbomb. They head back inside where Taurus
hits a ripcord powerslam for two as the pace slows down again.

A  clothesline  puts  Vikingo  over  the  top,  with  his  head
bouncing off the apron on the way down. Taurus follows with
the rather large flip dive and a reverse Sling Blade back
inside. One heck of a pop up Samoan drop plants Vikingo but he
avoids a big dive. Vikingo gets two fight back with a big flip
to send Taurus outside.

Vikingo loads up two springboard flip dives but has to bail
out  and  hits  a  standard  dive,  with  Taurus  standing  there
waiting the entire time (my goodness people just don’t do the
dive if it takes that long). Back in and Taurus runs him over
and  they  go  upside,  with  Vikingo  snapping  off  a  super
hurricanrana. They strike it out on the apron until Vikingo
hits  a  not  great  looking  running  sunset  bomb.  Vikingo
springboard dropkicks him into the corner but misses a charge
into the corner.

A top rope gorilla press plants Vikingo (geez) but Vikingo



kicks him in the face a few times. Vikingo hits a moonsault
Samoan driver (because someone can do that) but Taurus spears
him down for a double knockdown. Taurus is sent outside for a
720 (yes a 720), which thankfully doesn’t land on his head.
Back in and one heck of a backbreaker plants Vikingo but he’s
able to knock Taurus into the corner. The running knees and
the 630 retain the title at 16:30.

Rating: B. Yes they botched quite a bit and it went a bit
long, but my goodness I wanted to see Vikingo beat the monster
put in front of him. This was a heck of an opener and Vikingo,
despite being rather small, can get a crowd behind him like
few others. This was about the entertainment value rather than
the quality (which wasn’t exactly terrible) and I had a heck
of a time with it. Just don’t stand there waiting on a dive
like that again. Ever. That was terrible.

Commentary runs down the card.

Six Man Tag Team Titles: Mogul Embassy vs. TMDK

TMDK (Shane Haste/Bad Dude Tito/Kosei Fujita) is challenging.
Kaun and Fujita start things off with Kaun taking over and
dropping him with a kick to the chest. Fujita is back up with
a spinning kick to the face, allowing the tag off to Tito to
take over on Kaun. It’s back to Fujita, who gets taken into
the corner for the tag to Cage.

One heck of a powerslam plants Fujita for two and his right
hands don’t do much good. Fujita does manage to punch his way
out of trouble and everything breaks down. Haste kicks Toa
into the corner and Haste nails a running kick to the face for
two. The Gates aren’t having any of this and run Fujita over
but Tito makes the save. Haste knees his way out of trouble
but Toa cuts him in half with a spear for two.

Tito counters Cage’s discus lariat into a Death Valley Driver
for two and Fujita springboard dropkicks Kaun for the same.
Cage grabs the apron superplex to plant Fujita for two more



with Tito making the save this time. Open The Gates hits
Haste, leaving Fujita all alone against the champs. Running
shots in the corner set up a toss sitout powerbomb to give
Cage the retaining pin at 12:01.

Rating: B-. Nice match here as everything went nuts in a smart
move. At the same time, and much like earlier, there is only
so much you can get out of the champs defending against a team
that got their build in a tournament in Japan which was only
mentioned before the match. It wasn’t a bad match, but this
really could have been dropped from the card without much
being lost.

We recap Tony Nese vs. Ethan Page in an I Quit match. Page was
on a winning streak but Nese and his friends cut it off and
then got on Page’s nerves. Now it’s time for an I Quit match,
which is quite the escalation after one match. Also of note,
commentary calls them former friends, which certainly hasn’t
been a major part of the story.

Tony Nese vs. Ethan Page

I Quit match and Mark Sterling is here with Nese but is
handcuffed  to  the  ring.  Well  he  is  eventually  that  is,
complete with Mark Henry coming out to make sure it happens.
Nese jumps Page from behind to start fast and hammers away,
only to get elbowed in the face to cut him off. They head
outside where a Sterling distraction lets Nese get in another
cheap shot to take over again. Hold on though as Sterling
grabs some protein powder, which is thrown into Nese’s eyes by
mistake.

They fight outside again, where Page is sent face first into
the handcuffs for a fairly creative spot. Nese grabs the mic
and tells Page to quit on behalf of the people. That’s not
happening so Nese stomps away at the bloody Page, who fights
back again. That means Nese is knocked over the barricade but
comes back with a weight (as in the kind you put on a bench



press).

The big shot misses but Nese sends him into the barricade to
take  over.  Back  in  and  Nese  grabs  a  jump  rope  for  some
whipping, only to have Page fight back without much trouble.
Nese teases quitting but uses the distraction to hit page with
the microphone. That sets up the big flip dive to the floor,
meaning some tables can be set up. Page gets in a shot to
break things up and heads to the top, where he is knocked back
down.

Not that it matters as Page grabs the slingshot cutter to send
Nese through the tables. Back in and some chairs are set up
with Nese hurricanranaing Page….completely over the chairs.
Thankfully commentary acknowledges that it didn’t make contact
and Page doesn’t quit. Nese goes to grab the keys to the
handcuffs and, after taking out the referee, unlocks Sterling.

The stomping is on and then it’s time to handcuff Page so Nese
can smash him with the weight, with Sterling promising to show
the tape to Page’s daughter. Well that’s the plan at least as
Sterling explains the idea without actually doing anything,
allowing Scorpio Sky to come in for the save. Page is able to
stomp Nese’s fingers underneath the plate and then DDT him
into it.

Sterling gets hit in the face with the plate (probably should
have killed him) and the Ego’s Edge drops him again. Sky takes
Sterling to the back but Nese is back up with a chair to the
head, meaning Page can indeed be handcuffed. Nese gives him
one last chance to quit but Page shouts “F*** YOU” and makes
the no hands comeback. The referee uncuffs Page, who hits Nese
with the chair and chokes him with the handcuffs for the win
at 20:01.

Rating: C+. I have no idea what to think of this, but the
thing that stands out the most is how overbooked this was. It
felt  like  they  weren’t  sure  if  they  wanted  to  have  the



violent, bloody brawl or some kind of goofy match with all of
the exercise equipment. While I wouldn’t call it bad, they
could have cut out a lot of this and had a tighter match. It
never felt like the biggest match ever as Nese has never been
more than a midcard star at best, but at least Page gets a
signature win over someone other than a jobber.

Nyla Rose vs. Vertvixen

Another bonus match. Rose starts fast and loads up the Beast
Bomb in less than a minute but Vertvixen punches her way to
freedom. Another hard shot drops Vertvixen but Rose pulls her
up at two. The top rope knee to the back and the Beast Bomb
finish for Rose at 2:39. Well that happened.

We recap the TV Title match, which is the result of Samoa Joe
vacating the title. Therefore Survival Of The Fittest was
brought back with the winner being the new champion.

TV Title: Survival Of The Fittest Finals

Dalton Castle, Lee Moriarty, Kyle Fletcher, Lee Johnson, Bryan
Keith, Komander

Elimination rules but only two are in the ring at once. Castle
and Moriarty start things off with a handshake before going to
the mat. Fletcher comes in and gets beaten up without much
effort, meaning it’s off to Johnson vs. Moriarty. It’s Johnson
cleaning  house  and  sending  Castle  outside  but  getting
headscissored  by  Komander.  Keith  comes  in  and  cuts  off
Komander, meaning it’s time for a showdown with Castle. That’s
broken up by Fletcher, who tells Castle to bring it.

The fans are way behind Castle as he throws Fletcher outside,
much to the fans’ delight. Komander and Fletcher both go up
and stare at each other until Komander walks the ropes to dive
onto everyone else. Back in and Johnson takes over on Keith
but Moriarty slips out of a powerbomb attempt. Moriarty pulls
Johnson into the Border City Stretch for the tap and the



elimination at 8:47.

The Boys warm Castle up so he can take Moriarty down, followed
by a suplex. Cue Johnny TV to drop…someone the camera misses
on the floor. Apparently he dropped the Boys, which distracts
Castle enough for Moriarty to hit a suplex Downward Spiral for
the elimination at 11:17.

The fans are NOT happy, even as Moriarty, Keith and Fletcher
slug it out. Komander is back in as a mini tag match breaks
out, resulting in the Tower Of Doom leaving all four down.
Keith is up with a fireman’s carry backbreaker for one on
Moriarty, followed by a tiger driver to get rid of Moriarty
for  the  pin  at  15:39.  That  leaves  Fletcher,  Keith  and
Komander, with Keith kneeing Fletcher down. The tiger driver
is blocked though and Fletcher Tombstones Keith for the pin at
16:54.

Fletcher and Komander slug it out with Fletcher getting rocked
up against the ropes. The spinning Tombstone is broken up and
Komander  kicks  the  leg  out,  setting  up  a  poisonrana.  A
slingshot hurricanrana to the floor is countered as well and
Fletcher hits the jumping Tombstone on the apron to leave them
both on the floor. Komander barely beats the count and it’s a
brainbuster to give Fletcher two.

Fletcher puts him on top but Komander kicks the leg out and
hits a springboard Canadian Destroyer for a rather near fall.
A rope walk 450 onto the apron sets up a regular 450 for two
and they’re both down. Komander goes up again but gets caught,
setting up a brainbuster onto the turnbuckle for another near
fall. Another jumping Tombstone gives Fletcher the pin and the
title at 26:03.

Rating: B. The big positive here was they got the Survival
part right. Fletcher felt like he survived against the others
and that was a heck of a finishing sequence. That being said,
it was another long match on a show that is going to go late



into the night and it features another heel champion. Ring Of
Honor needs to give us something more to cheer about and that
is rarely the case when it comes to titles. Very energetic
match, but dang some of those kickouts were a bit ridiculous.

Pure Rules Title: Wheeler Yuta vs. Tom Lawlor

Lawlor is challenging in his ROH debut. They go to the mat to
start with Lawlor getting the better of things and leaving
Yuta a bit shaken. Lawlor’s armbreaker has Yuta going to the
ropes for his first break and Lawlor seems pleased. Yuta gets
in a right hand behind the referee’s back so Lawlor punches
him back, earning his official warning.

Yuta takes over again and goes for the leg, sending Lawlor
over to the ropes for his first break. They strike it out,
with Lawlor favoring his leg, including as they trade discus
forearms. Lawlor is back with a spear but Yuta goes straight
back to the knee to take over again. An Octopus Hold into an
abdominal stretch into a rollup gives Yuta two but Lawler
suplex slams him down for the same.

A monkey flip breaks up another leglock attempt and Lawlor
starts in on the arm, including a hammerlock piledriver for
another near fall. Something like an Anaconda Vice sends Yuta
to the ropes for another break, followed by a right hand to
drop Lawlor again. They go up top with Lawlor grabbing a
Kimura, which he holds while superplexing Yuta back down.

Another Kimura has Yuta using his final rope break so Lawlor
goes with Becky Lynch’s Disarm-Her. Yuta reverses that into an
ankle lock, which is reversed into another Kimura. That’s
escaped as well and Yuta grabs the seatbelt for the…..pin at
13:12, despite Lawlor’s shoulder being a good foot off the mat
and his feet being in the ropes.

Rating: B-. This was a technical battle between two rather
skilled technical wrestlers and it worked well, aside from the
terribly screwed up ending. The Pure Rules thing can work very



well and it was good enough here, but this was another match
with  no  backstory  and  an  outsider  getting  a  random  title
match. Hook is already feuding with Yuta, but here is Lawlor
instead. That can get old fast and I wasn’t a fan of it here.

Post match Yuta stays on Lawlor but Hook makes the save. Yuta
low blows Hook before leaving.

We recap Shane Taylor vs. Keith Lee. They were a monster team
back in the original ROH but Lee went on to WWE and left
Taylor to start over. Now Taylor wants revenge. That’s an
actual story and I could have gone for it getting some more
development than it received.

Shane Taylor vs. Keith Lee

They stare each other down to start before going to the test
of strength. Taylor’s headlock has Lee in some trouble but he
breaks out so they can run the ropes. One heck of a shoulder
drops Taylor and he’s more than a bit stunned. Lee chops away
and hits a slingshot crossbody for one.

Taylor is back with a Tower Of London for two and the apron
legdrop crushes Lee again. We hit the chinlock back inside,
followed by a knee to the face to give Taylor two. Back up and
the forearm exchange goes to Lee, who hits a splash in the
corner. Taylor knocks him back down and hits a middle rope
splash for two more.

Lee knocks him down again and goes to the corner, only to have
Lee Moriarty pop up for a distraction. The sitout powerbomb
drops Moriarty but Taylor gets in a knee to the back of the
head for two. Taylor goes up top and hits a super Canadian
Destroyer….for two more. Back up and Keith grabs the Big Bang
Catastrophe for the pin out of nowhere at 14:33.

Rating: B-. It was a good hoss fight with some big heavy
shots, but again it ran longer than it needed to. There were
too many times where they were slowing way down and it would



have been better with a few minutes less. I’m not sure how
much sense it makes for Keith to win here, but it won’t matter
if he doesn’t get a stronger push than he has had in recent
months.

Post match Keith pulls Taylor up and Taylor acknowledges the
crowd.

Bryan Keith wants gold so Orange Cassidy comes in to say come
collect the International Title on Collision.

We recap the Blackpool Combat Club vs. Mark Briscoe/FTR, which
is a big tribute to Jay Briscoe and little more.

Blackpool Combat Club vs. Mark Briscoe/FTR

After Dax Harwood goes over to glare at a fan on her phone, we
start with Harwood vs. Moxley with neither getting very far.
Castagnoli comes in to drive Harwood into the corner before
it’s off to Danielson to strike it out with Wheeler. Briscoe
gets to come in to a rather strong reaction and hammers away
in the corner. It’s back to Harwood, who gets caught by the
arm (now bleeding) with Danielson cranking away.

Castagnoli’s Swing has Harwood in more trouble but he German
suplexes his way out of trouble. Wheeler gets the tag to clean
house, including Redneck Boogie for two on Danielson. Back up
and Danielson loads up the Swan Dive but gets caught with the
PowerPlex into the Froggy Bow. The Doomsday Device is broken
up so Danielson loads up a superplex on Briscoe. That’s broken
up as well but Briscoe’s second Doomsday Device attempt lands
on Castagnoli’s uppercut.

Moxley is back in with a cutter but Wheeler brainbusters him
down. The Shatter Machine is broken up and it’s the running
knee to Wheeler. Briscoe fights up to slug away at Moxley and
Danielson but Castagnoli comes in with a Neutralizer for two.
FTR is back in and a triple Shatter Machine gets the same on
Castagnoli.  The  Jay  Driller  is  broken  up  and  the  triple



stomping has Briscoe down again.

The Club tries its own Doomsday Device but it gets broken up,
meaning the brawl heads to the floor….where it’s a double
countout at 19:17. Briscoe is NOT having that though and yeah
we’re restarting it….as a Fight Without Honor (street fight,
which I believe it was advertised as in advance). The fight is
on in the crowd until Briscoe and Moxley head inside. The
bloody Briscoe sends him outside and uses a chair for a step
up flip dive. FTR loads up a table but let’s bring out a
barbed wire ladder instead.

Moxley uses a fork on Harwood’s eye, followed by a curb stomp
onto a chair back inside. Danielson is back in for a LeBell
Lock to Wheeler, with Moxley adding barbed wire across the
eyes. Briscoe makes the save but Moxley grabs a choke. Harwood
makes the save this time so let’s throw in a bunch of chairs.
A spike piledriver onto the chairs is broken up so Moxley is
piledriven off the apron through a board covered in tacks.
Danielson kicks away at Briscoe, who isn’t overly impressed.
Briscoe fights up and hits a Jay Driller onto the chairs to
finish Danielson at about 31:15 overall.

Rating: B. Yeah it was a mess and I’m not sure what was going
on with the rules, but my goodness this was an entertaining
fight.  Much  like  the  opener,  they  weren’t  going  for  some
classic match here as this was more about people beating the
fire out of each other until one of them couldn’t get up
anymore. At the very least, it’s great to see Briscoe getting
a big win and I’m sure Danielson was more than happy to let
him get something that big. Heck of a fight here, which was
what they were trying to do.

Eddie Kingston vs. Anthony Henry

Non-title  Proving  Ground  match,  meaning  if  Henry  wins  or
survives the ten minute time limit, he gets a future title
shot. They start fast and fight out to the floor, where Henry



hits a running boot against the barricade. Back in and a
double stomp gives Henry two, followed by another kick for
two. Kingston gets up and they chop it out, with Kingston
snapping o the rapid fire corner chops. Henry is right back
with an enziguri into a German suplex for two and they both
need a breather. A top rope double stomp misses though and
Kingston hits the spinning backfist. The stretch plum finishes
Henry at 5:42.

Rating: C. It was a fine match but it’s a Proving Ground
match,  which  has  so  far  been  a  guaranteed  win  for  the
champion. I like the idea of Kingston being on the show, but
it would have been nice to have something better for him than
a midcard tag wrestler. It wasn’t exactly must see either, but
at least they kept it short.

We recap the main event, with Athena defending the Women’s
Title against Billie Starkz. Athena was training her as a
minion but Starkz rebelled, setting up the title match. Athena
has also added that she’s gone if she loses.

Ring Of Honor Women’s Title: Athena vs. Billie Starkz

Athena, the hometown star with a broken nose, is defending.
Starkz knocks her fast into the corner and they fight out to
the floor. Athena sends Starkz face first into the barricade a
few times, with Starkz coming up bleeding. Back in and Athena
keeps up the beating, including a neck crank as the blood
continues to flow. Starkz gets sent to the floor as this has
been much more of a brawl than a match so far.

Athena cuts off a comeback attempt but Starkz fights out of
the Tree of Woe and suplexes her into the corner. They both
mix kicks to the face before Starkz grabs a dragon suplex.
Starkz spears her down and pulls off the mask, setting up some
less than great looking forearms. The Swanton connects for two
so Athena goes outside, with Starkz hitting a suicide dive
into the barricade.



Athena gets in a shot of her own and loads up the announcers’
table but Starkz suplexes her down to the floor. A fireman’s
carry is escaped and Starkz pulls her down by the hair. They
fight onto the barricade again and it’s a reverse Sling Blade
to send Starkz face first onto the floor. It’s time to really
try something new so they head back inside for a top rope
German superplex for two on Starkz. Back up and the ref gets
bumped so Athena asks guest ring announcer (and head Minion)
Lexi Nair to hand her the title.

Starkz dropkicks Athena into Nair and Starkz’s End gets two.
Back up again and they fight to the apron, where Starkz hits
an electric chair driver to knock Athena silly on the floor.
The Swanton misses back inside and Athena punches her in the
face for a double knockdown. Athena wins a slugout and hits
Despicable Knee for two. They trade some rollups for two each
until Athena ties her up in something like a modified Octopus
hold for the tap to retain at 28:21.

Rating: B. I would bet that this had to be more of a brawl
than a match due to the injury, as the style let Athena take a
few long breaks in there. Other than that….my goodness who is
left to take the title from Athena? This is the match that has
been built up for months now and, again, Athena just retains.
I’m not sure who in the world is supposed to take the title
from her, but it might not be happening for a bit. It’s cool
to see a milestone like the women headlining, but it would
also be cool to see a heel lose a major title match around
here.

Post match Starkz goes to leave but Athena pulls her back.
Starkz shows respect and poses with Athena and Nair to end the
show.

Overall Rating: B. Wow indeed. This show, counting the Zero
Hour (which I do as it was advertised and played a role in the
show, plus it’s playing if you go to watch Final Battle on
Honor Club), was over five hours and, as tends to be the case,



the good guys/women didn’t do very well in title matches. Ring
Of Honor has a really bad record of pulling the trigger on a
big title change (the biggest they’ve had in months, with
Eddie Kingston, wasn’t even in ROH) and that was the case
again here. There were some nice moments like the six man and
Lee/Taylor  making  up,  but  those  were  pretty  few  and  far
between.

As has been the case for months, the wrestling is far from the
problem around here. Instead, the problem is in how everything
is thrown together with SO MUCH CONTENT included. This show
had five matches added the day of the show and even more that
were only added within the last two days. That doesn’t leave
me wanting to see more ROH, but rather hoping that they never
do  that  again.  The  weekly  show  continues  to  feel  mostly
disconnected to the PPVs and there is no reason to believe
that will change.

Overall,  it’s  a  good  show  because  the  wrestlers  are  so
talented, but this was another pay per view that felt like it
was thrown together at the last minute, with Tony Khan adding
whatever came to his head in the car that morning. Ring Of
Honor isn’t enjoyable to watch most of the time and a lot of
the reasons why were on display here. As usual it isn’t about
the  action,  which  is  strong,  but  the  way  that  action  is
presented.  Fix  that  and  you  have  a  heck  of  a  show,  but
otherwise, you have a big mess which just keeps going.

Results
Taya Valkyrie b. Jazmin Allure – Curb Stomp
Von Erichs b. Outrunners – Double Iron Claws
Bryan Keith b. Jack Cartwheel – Tiger driver
Daniel Garcia b. Blake Christian – Dragon Tamer
El Hijo del Vikingo b. Black Taurus – 630
Mogul Embassy b. TMDK – Toss sitout powerbomb to Fujita
Ethan Page b. Tony Nese – Choke with handcuffs
Nyla Rose b. Vertvixen – Beast Bomb
Kyle Fletcher won Survival Of The Fittest last eliminating



Komander
Wheeler Yuta b. Tom Lawlor – Seat belt
Keith Lee b. Shane Taylor – Big Bang Catastrophe
Mark Briscoe/FTR b. Blackpool Combat Club – Jay Driller to
Danielson on a pile of chairs
Eddie Kingston b. Anthony Henry – Stretch plum
Athena b. Billie Starkz – Octopus hold

 

 

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and head over to
my Amazon author page with 30 different cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

AND

Remember to check out Wrestlingrumors.net for all of your
wrestling headline needs.
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